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Sample of the Month

Digital 40pt. Bottle Neck
& Wine Tag Coaster

Digitally Printed 40pt. Wine Tag and Bottle Neck Coaster (DIG40-WT & DIG40-BPH)

Our new digitally printed Wine Tag and Bottle Neck 40pt. coasters are sure to grab your customers’ attention and build up
your brand awareness. Made from pulpboard, these coasters easily absorb liquids and spills while still maintaining a beautiful
full color, full bleed imprint. The Wine Tag Coaster slides perfectly around almost any wine glass, while the Bottle Neck
Coaster has a 2” hole that slides and sits around any bottle neck. These coasters are perfect for your next event, whether it be a
wedding, cocktail reception, bar opening, concert, and so much more!
At a wedding reception, champagne glasses are placed at every
seat adorned with a wine tag. Tags are printed with pictures of the
bride and groom, and serve as a coupon for a free drink at the cash
bar. In the case of an open bar, the wine tags can be used for assigned
seating.
A winery hosts a tasting on various flavors of wine
that they made. For each of the different glasses of
wine, there is a wine tag that has the wineries logo
printed on it and also the name, flavor, and alcohol
content of the wine being tasted.

A new local bar crafts and bottles its’ own beer.
Bottle neck coasters are placed around the neck of
every beer served. The coasters are printed with
information regarding the beer, such as, the name,
alcohol content, hoppe content, and a menu of all
the other beers available to try.
A comedy club has an open mic night and serves bottled beer
to guests. Coasters are placed around each bottle neck bearing the
schedule of the night’s entertainers. On the back side of the coaster
is a message stating ‘Do Not Take’, letting serving staff know the
customer is not finished with their beverage.

Scan for discount on your DIG40-WT or DIG40-BPH order

For more information please email
samples@trantergraphics.com

